






PRODUCT OFFERINGS 

We partner with leading institutions and elite financial advisors who use our strategies to address a variety of client needs. 

These strategies are available on separately managed platforms and via sub-advisory relationships. 

► Dynamic Global

• A multi-asset global allocation strategy designed to be an 

all-in-one, diversified, long-term portfolio solution for 

different client objectives and risk tolerances

• Blends strategic (long-term core) and tactical

(intermediate-term satellite) investment disciplines

• Retains ability to flexibly tilt overall equity and fixed

income allocations +/-20 relative to target benchmark 

objective when a more defensive position is warranted

•  Typically maintains 15-25 ETF holdings with moderate 

turnover and concentration limits

• Intended for investors who seek a more active approach to 

long-term asset allocation including the potential for intra

quarter rebalancing

► Global Income

• Designed to serve as a balanced core equity and core fixed 

income holding in a well-diversified portfolio

• Provides the diversification benefits of global exposure by 

seeking alpha opportunities across U.S., developed 

international, and emerging equity markets

• Maintains ability to flexibly tilt across the broadest 

opportunity set of equity sub-segments (by region, 

country, sector, style, size) while remaining fully invested 

to the asset class

• Adjustments are made based on intermediate to longterm 

assessments rather than market timing

• Typically maintains 30-45 holdings (individual stocks and 

ETFs) with moderate turnover and concentration limits

• Intended for investors who seek to benefit from global 

exposure and management style diversification of core 

equity holdings

► Global Tactical Equity

• Designed to serve as a core equity holding in a well

diversified portfolio

• Provides the diversification benefits of global

exposure by seeking alpha opportunities across

U.S., developed international, and emerging equity 

markets

• Maintains ability to flexibly tilt across the broadest

opportunity set of equity sub-segments (by region, country,

sector, style, size) while remaining fully invested

• Adjustments are made based on intermediate to long

term assessments

• Typically maintains 10-15 ETF holdings with moderate

turnover and concentration limits

• Intended for investors who seek to benefit from global

core equity exposure and management style

diversification

► Global Tactical Bond

• Designed to serve as a fixed income holding in a well

diversified portfolio

• Manages portfolio sensitivity to interest rates and credit

spreads as well as implements overweight and

underweight decisions across global fixed income

segments.

• Maintains ability to flexibly tilt across broadest

opportunity set of fixed income sub-segments (sovereign

region and country bonds; agency, corporate and high

yield; inflation-protected bonds) while remaining fully

invested

• Adjustments are made based on intermediate to long

term assessments

• Typically maintains 10-15 ETF holdings with moderate

turnover and concentration limits

• Intended for investors who seek to benefit from global

core fixed income exposure and management style

diversification

► Private Client Services

• Customized portfolio solutions for high-net worth

families and individuals

• Sophisticated portfolio construction that incorporates

client's unique needs and goals in a personalized, holistic

framework

• Balances long-term growth with current income needs

• Provides ongoing collaboration with client's advisors and

professional representatives



WHO WEARE 

Columbus Macro, LLC is a privately-owned, boutique asset management firm specializing in active, global investing. Our 

sole focus is managing capital on behalf of our clients, and we treat our relationships like long-term partnerships. Access to 

our leadership and investment team as well as transparency into our investment thinking and internal controls are at the 

heart of our client-centric culture. 

We employ an independent, research-intensive approach to investing, valuing original thought and academic rigor. The 

investment team collectively averages over twenty years of professional experience and includes holders of several 

graduate and doctorate degrees as well as CFA certifications. Our portfolio managers have diverse backgrounds, and each 

provides specialized expertise. ■ 

INVESTMENT TEAM 

■ Craig Columbus, CEO

Our firm is guided by Craig Columbus, one of Wall Street's most respected strategists and "big picture" thinkers. Mr. Columbus is a popular 

speaker and frequently shares his insights across a variety of national media platforms. He has held a variety of CEO roles over the last 

twenty years and previously served as both a professor and department chair at Grove City College (Grove City, Pa.). Mr. Columbus 

oversees the firm's investment decision-making, and his expertise includes macroeconomic policy and geopolitical analysis. He earned his 

B.A. in economics from Loyola University, an M.B.A. from Penn State University, a J.D. from Indiana University (admitted Pennsylvania bar), 

and an M.A. in Homeland Security Policy from Arizona State University.

■ Scott Dooley, CFA, Managing Director and Portfolio Manager

Prior to joining Columbus Macro, Mr. Dooley specialized in managing pension and municipal pension assets at Fusion Investment Group, a 

firm he founded in 2006. He previously served as a Managing Partner and Chief Investment Officer at Blue Vase Holdings, LLC. Throughout 

his career, Scott has developed tactical asset allocation solutions for institutional investors and high net-worth individuals. Mr. Dooley 

obtained an MBA from the University of Chicago's Booth School of Business, pursuing his studies in both London and Singapore. He has a 

BS degree from Grove City College with honors in finance. He is a Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) and is a member of the CFA Institute 

and CFA Society of Pittsburgh.

■ Brian Wright, CFA, Managing Director and Portfolio Manager

Mr. Wright brings specialized expertise in the analysis of fundamental valuation. He previously served as a Senior Portfolio Manager at 

Tower Square Investment Management and First Allied Asset Management, overseeing several long-tenured strategies. He honed his 

fundamental skills in both the hedge fund and institutional research spaces, serving as an analyst conducting earnings-quality and forensic 

accounting investigations. Mr. Wright graduated magna cum laude from Boston University and holds the Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) 

designation.




